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Research and the SDGs

Three frames:

1) Research about the SDGs

2) Research for the SDGs

3) Research through the SDGs

Focus:

- Holistically oriented (i.e. ‘big picture’)

- Goal (i.e. ‘deep dive’)

- Indicator focused (i.e. ‘measurement emphasis’)

*Must align with your research purpose, aim and objectives
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Expectations 
of today’s 

universities

Uni's

SOCIETY

SOCIETY

Uni's



Places/spaces of paradox

1. Tradition and radical change

2. Wealth and financial precarity

3. Inclusion and exclusion



The new ranking of uni’s

TIMES Higher Education 
Impact Index: looks at 
universities in new, 
more holistic way
• Research: to what extent is the 
university creating knowledge to 
address the world’s problems?

• Stewardship: to what extent is the 
university managing resources and 
teaching well, and enacting the 
‘good’ university?

• Outreach: to what extent is the 
university directly acting in society 
to help meet the SDGs?



The SDG agenda is 
part of the rising 
benchmark for 

today’s universities

Future-ready graduates able 
to make a substantial 

contribution

Impactful research providing 
positive solutions to real 

world problems

A genuine practical 
commitment to engagement 

and collaboration

What problems?
What futures?
What collaborations?



In 2019 we explored how our 
university RMIT could position 
itself in relation to the SDGs

We asked: ‘what it would take for 
RMIT to be part of ‘transforming 

our world’?’



(Rickards and Steele 2019)

and ETHICAL



Ethical innovation

RESPONSIBLE
– ANTICIPATORY 

AND 
PRECAUTIONARY

INCLUSIVE
- COLLABORATIVE 

AND SYSTEMIC

DISRUPTIVE
- BOLD AND 
IMPACTFUL

ENGAGED
– PURPOSEFUL 

AND RESPONSIVE

(Rickards and Steele 2019)



SDGs as 
transformational 
for Universities

SDGs as new 
topic(s) to develop 

capabilities and 
offerings in

SDGs as new way 
of working and 

learning with others

SDGs as strategic, 
evaluative lens 
through which to 
assess current 

offerings & trajectory



Rethinking our 
approach to 

research impact -
Is it up to the task?

https://cur.org.au/project/rethinking-research-impact/

https://cur.org.au/project/rethinking-research-impact/










Convergent barriers?

Barriers to a 3rd Gen RI culture? Barriers to bold & deep SDG work?

Narrow thinking Indicator-itis

Strategic conservatism CSR framing of SDGs

Competitive individualism SDG opportunism



• Now more than ever it is clear we cannot neglect our global 
context and connections.

• The SDG agenda is not perfect, but it is radical relative to a lot 
of what universities currently do.

• Universities and the world of research are necessarily at the 
heart of SDG action – both as actors and targets for action. The 
SDGs require change from the inside out.

• HDRs and ECRs stand to benefit from the transformational 
agenda that is the SDGs – and are needed to push loudly for it.

Changing from the inside out


